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Intro 
In my body of work, I explore self-reflection and how to 
communicate the intimate process of picking over memories 
through sculptural iterations—investigating the vulnerable 
and disjointed emotions of tracing tangled lines of memory. 
I use vultures and other scavenger birds as a conduit with 
which to process and examine memories long neglected. 

There is a part of me that relates to the pulling and picking 
of scavenging and carrion birds, as I am making my 
process and my picking of memories and moments echo 
the scavenging habits of a Cathartidae raptor and all that 
they do to replenish and begin the cycle of growth. 
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Pain, pleasure and death are no more than a process 
for existence. The revolutionary struggle in this 
process is a doorway to intelligence.

Frida Kahlo

Part 1 - Circling
What is happening as a scavenger circles  
and lurks overhead its intended target? 
While the vulture turns over and over 
in the sky it assesses and notices its 
surroundings and the vulnerabilities it 
may face by landing on Earth. As they 
think and collect information and as 
the circles become smaller and tighter 
the closer a vulture comes to the 
decision to land and become exposed.
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While I am making, my thoughts 
repeat and examine over and over 
in tandem with the circling birds, 
meditating within these repetitive 
motions. I am examining what 
happens in the moments before 
touchdown, preparing yourself for 
the intimacy of vulnerability.
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Vulnerability sounds like truth and feels like 
courage. Truth and courage aren't always 
comfortable, but they are never weaknesses.

Brene Brown

Part 2 - 
Making Yourself Vulnerable

My memories are manifested through 
organic and surreal forms that can be 
explored and picked over. They become 
physical objects to be presented and 
shared, testing myself to trust the outside 
with my most tender and fragile insides. 

The choice to make myself vulnerable is 
made, and through that exposure, the ability 
to see, feel and reflect deeply is gained. The 
changes I spark from self-reflection come as a 
result of allowing myself to be painfully open. 

In mirror actions, carrion birds must make 
themselves intentionally vulnerable by 
landing on the ground before they can 
consume and sustain themselves. The 
vulture accepts the risk as it will yield fruitful 
results that are worth the vulnerability.
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Part 3 - Looking Inside
 I examine and react to the act of 
allowance of so much vulnerability, 
and the acceptance of what may 
come in order to pursue what 
you know will benefit you in the 
end. The intimate act of self-
reflection and confronting what 
is held inside can bring a sense 
of anticipation and excitement 
before the plunge into the depths. 
As I am making, I  visualize my 
inner workings as fleshy and 
tangled forms ripe for digging into.

As the vulture picks, rips and 
tears through soft layers, I will 
not stop digging in deep until all 
that is left is bones. As I make and 
reflect, I become the Cathartidae 
raptor, learning and forming new 
connections as I create uncanny 
and surreal objects that evolve as 
new revelations about the self are 
discovered and uncovered.
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From my festering body flowers shall rise - and I shall 
be in them - eternity.

Eduard Munch

Part 4 - Replenishing
Carrion birds ensure that every part of a carcass is 
picked, stripped and broken down and afterwards 
everything left behind is taken back into the earth. 

In the final stage of my making, I react and respond to 
the things I have discovered within myself. I transform 
and recreate something new out of what is left over, 
what remains can be used to grow and evolve from 
what once was. What remains is prepared for the next 
stage of life, for what comes after. 
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Thank you!
Thank you for taking the time to take a look into 
my creative process, I hope you enjoyed the tour!

You can see even more projects and process via 
my Instagram page @hollow_ware.
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